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DISPOSABLE CURTAINS

Each EcoMed disposable curtain is treated with the 3rd Generation
Ultra-Fresh built-in antimicrobial protection.

SKU: EN.

ELANSA GYNAECOLOGICAL TABLE

The Promotal Elansa has been developed to maximise carer
accessibility, patient comfort levels, hygiene security and includes a
great range of accessories including stirrups, footrest and goeppels.

SKU: PR.1161

https://midmed.com.au/product/disposable-curtains/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Disposable+Curtains
https://midmed.com.au/product/elansa-gynaecological-table/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Elansa+Gynaecological+Table
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EMOTIO EXAMINATION COUCH
SKU: PR.4050-20

IQUEST EXAMINATION COUCH

The Promotal iQuest Examination Couch is robust, comfortable, and
easy to access. It is designed to facilitate three basic needs: equal
treatment for people with reduced mobility, efficiency in performing
medical examinations, and ergonomic use of equipment. Promotal has
designed the iQuest sofa with a sleek and airy design that will improve
your comfort and that of your patients with it’s safe, all electric
movement including height, backrest, trendelenburg / reverse
trendelenburg.

SKU: PR.3050

https://midmed.com.au/product/emotio-examination-couch/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=eMotio+Examination+Couch
https://midmed.com.au/product/iquest-examination-couch/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=iQuest+Examination+Couch
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GYNAECOLOGY STRETCHER

The Premier Series 4500GYN is Techlem’s Gynaecology Stretcher for
use in obstetrics and gynaecology. It is equipped with a two-piece
sectional, viscolastic mattress. The stretcher is versatile, and boasts
supine to full-chair positioning with pneumatic assist for ease of use. It
features a sectional, pressure sensitive foam mattress with viscolastic,
four-way stretch cover.

SKU: T.4500GYN

LEO MINOR LED LIGHT

Design innovation meets the latest advancements in LED lighting
technology in the Leo Minor® multipurpose LED surgical light. The Leo
Minor features a unique patented optical solutions that produces a
uniform and homogeneous light pattern with excellent shadow dilution
and control. When you combine these features with daylight-like colour
rendering and colour temperature, the end result is a true surgical light
performance meeting or exceeding IEC requirements.

SKU: SU.LMI-

https://midmed.com.au/product/gynaecology-stretcher/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Gynaecology+Stretcher
https://midmed.com.au/product/leo-minor-led-light/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Leo+Minor+LED+Light
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SL430 LED MINOR SURGICAL LIGHT

The Daray SL430 LED minor surgical light is specifically designed for
minor procedures under local anaesthetic in health centres, GP
surgeries and outpatient departments. It is ideal for minor surgery,
maxillofacial, obstetrics, diagnostics and gynaecology as well as for use
within casualty departments and intensive care units. This light is
consistent, accurate and cost effective. With great shadow reduction
reduction and accurate colour rendering, it is an invaluable tool.

SKU: D.SL430LC

TRI-STAR LED

The Sunnex Tri-Star LED light is excellent for minor surgical and
examination applications. The cool, bright light can be easily directed
where needed and the caster base allows for easy portability. This light
is ideal for medical procedures in environments where space is limited.
Additionally, with the telescoping pole, height adjustment in the mobile
configuration is possible. Wall configuration offers extensive reach with
the innovative arm design. Ideal for outpatient surgery centers,
examination and emergency rooms and veterinarian surgical suites.

SKU: SU.TSLED

https://midmed.com.au/product/sl430-led-minor-surgical-light/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=SL430+LED+Minor+Surgical+Light
https://midmed.com.au/product/tri-star-led/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Tri-Star+LED
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CELESTIAL STAR LED
SKU: SU.CS2050

X340 LED EXAMINATION LIGHT

The Daray X340 examination light is  specifically designed for use
during medical consultation and for diagnosis. Featuring a wide range of
mount options, it ensures excellent placement options. The smooth
spring balanced arm and telescopic ceiling tube makes this light
extremely versatile. It has an intense beam and excellent colour
rendering properties. This light has a low cost of ownership and around
50,000 hours of life, equating to approximately 25 years of clinical use.
Requires minimal maintenance.

SKU: D.X340

https://midmed.com.au/product/celestial-star-led/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Celestial+Star+LED
https://midmed.com.au/product/x340-led-examination-light/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=X340+LED+Examination+Light
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X200 LED EXAMINATION LIGHT

The Daray X200 examination light range is perfectly suited for use
during medical consultations and for diagnosis. With LED technology,
this light range provides an intense beam with excellent colour
rendering properties. The range has a low total ownership cost and
around 50, 000 hours of life, equating to approximately 25 years of
clinical use. It features a fully enclosed BioProtect head to assist with
the management of infection control. Minimal maintenance is required.

SKU: D.X200

X700 LED EXAMINATION LIGHT

The Daray X700 light range are premium quality, powerful and
incredibly flexible examination lights, featuring variable colour
adjustment.  The range is available with a wide range of mount options
to ensure your light is exactly where you need it. Additionally, there are
two arm options – flexible gooseneck or spring-balanced arm – and a
large range of hardwired and plug-top mountain options to suit all
clinical needs. They have a low cost ownership and around 50,000
hours of life, equating to approximately 25 years of clinical use. These
lights are ideal for GP surgeries and clinics where flexibility and
performance are crucial.

SKU: D.X740

https://midmed.com.au/product/x200-led-examination-light/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=X200+LED+Examination+Light
https://midmed.com.au/product/x700-led-examination-light/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=X700+LED+Examination+Light
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X400 LED EXAMINATION LIGHT

The Daray X400 examination light is a premium quality, extremely
efficient general examination light. With a large diameter light-patch,
this light provides excellent illumination. Single-handed lighting control,
on/off and variable intensity,  can all be controlled from a single switch
located next to the light head. A fully enclosed light head and arm
system assists with the management of infection control. Available as
ceiling, wall and mobile models, this product is a perfect complement to
any examination room.

SKU: D.X400

SL180 LED MINOR SURGICAL LIGHT

The Daray SL180 LED minor surgical light features a strong beam of
light that has an even intensity across the viewing area. With various
mounting options, this light is ideal for gynaecology, A&E departments,
day surgery, GP treatment rooms, podiatry, dermatology and other
clinical practices. It has variable light intensity and around 50,000 hours
of life, equating to approximately 25 years of clinical use. BioProtect
anti-microbial solution coats all painted finishes, assisting in infection
control. This light is a great complement to any treatment room.

SKU: D.SL180

https://midmed.com.au/product/x400-led-examination-light/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=X400+LED+Examination+Light
https://midmed.com.au/product/sl180-led-minor-surgical-light/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=SL180+LED+Minor+Surgical+Light
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SL720 LED MINOR SURGICAL LIGHT

The Daray SL720 LED minor surgical light is the newest addition to the
range of minor procedure lighting. It is suitable for multiple minor
surgical environments including health centres, GP surgeries and
maxillofacial departments, as well as within casualty or intensive care.
Designed for use in minor procedures, the SL720 provides clean,
accurate light where it’s needed. Featuring variable colour temperature,
it is incredibly versatile and easily adapted to suit your specific needs.
The wall and ceiling editions of this light come on spring balanced arms
with a large range of movement as standard. This, combined with
shadow reduction technology and low running costs, make this light a
smart choice for your clinic.

SKU: D.SL720

AURION CARTS

Aurion Medical carts are innovative, high quality and built to last. These
medical trolleys have a tough design, numerous compartments and are
safe for use in any medical field. The Aurion range includes carts for use
in emergency, anaesthetics, therapy, paediatrics, operating rooms and
more.

SKU: AU.CP.

https://midmed.com.au/product/sl720-led-minor-surgical-light/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=SL720+LED+Minor+Surgical+Light
https://midmed.com.au/product/aurion-carts/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Aurion+Carts
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